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Terms of reference 
 
 The Standing Committee on Legal Affairs (when performing the duties of a 

scrutiny of bills and subordinate legislation committee) shall: 
 

(a) consider whether any instrument of a legislative nature made under an 
Act which is subject to disallowance and/or disapproval by the Assembly 
(including a regulation, rule or by-law): 

 
   (i) is in accord with the general objects of the Act under which 

it is made;  
   (ii) unduly trespasses on rights previously established by law;  
   (iii) makes rights, liberties and/or obligations unduly dependent 

upon non-reviewable decisions; or 
   (iv) contains matter which in the opinion of the Committee 

should properly be dealt with in an Act of the Legislative 
Assembly;  

 
(b) consider whether any explanatory statement or explanatory memorandum 

associated with legislation and any regulatory impact statement meets the 
technical or stylistic standards expected by the Committee; 

 
(c) consider whether the clauses of bills introduced into the Assembly:  

 
   (i) unduly trespass on personal rights and liberties;  
   (ii) make rights, liberties and/or obligations unduly dependent 

upon insufficiently defined administrative powers;  
   (iii) make rights, liberties and/or obligations unduly dependent 

upon non-reviewable decisions;  
   (iv) inappropriately delegate legislative powers;  or 
   (v) insufficiently subject the exercise of legislative power to 

parliamentary scrutiny;  
 

(d) report to the Assembly on these or any related matter and if the Assembly 
is not sitting when the Committee is ready to report on bills and 
subordinate legislation, the Committee may send its report to the Speaker, 
or, in the absence of the Speaker, to the Deputy Speaker, who is 
authorised to give directions for its printing, publication and circulation. 

 
Human Rights Act 2004 

 
Under section 38 of the Human Rights Act, this Committee must report to the 
Legislative Assembly about human rights issues raised by bills presented to the 
Assembly. 
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Role of the Committee 
 
 

The Committee examines all Bills and subordinate legislation presented to the 
Assembly. It does not make any comments on the policy aspects of the legislation. 
The Committee’s terms of reference contain principles of scrutiny that enable it to 
operate in the best traditions of totally non-partisan, non-political technical scrutiny of 
legislation. These traditions have been adopted, without exception, by all scrutiny 
committees in Australia. Non-partisan, non-policy scrutiny allows the Committee to 
help the Assembly pass into law Acts and subordinate legislation which comply with 
the ideals set out in its terms of reference. 
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THE TERMS OF REFERENCE STATED IN SECTION 38 OF THE 
HUMAN RIGHTS ACT 2004 

 
The enactment of the Human Rights Act 2004 has brought about a significant change in the task 
of the Committee. It must now assess clauses in bills from a rights perspective on a much 
broader basis than is the case under the standard terms of reference. 
 
Section 38(1) provides: 
 

38 Consideration of bills by standing committee of Assembly 
 
(1) The relevant standing committee must report to the Legislative Assembly about human 

rights issues raised by bills presented to the Assembly. 
 
This term of reference is very broad. It requires the Committee to “report … about human rights 
issues raised by bills”. The word “about” should probably be understood in the sense of “in 
connection with, on the subject of” human rights issues. The notion of “human rights issues 
raised by bills” is also very broad.  
 
The Committee is not limited to issues raised by those provisions of the Human Rights Act 2004 
that state the content of some particular right. (And it is noted that the Act states that it is “not 
exhaustive of the rights an individual may have under domestic or international law”: section 7). 
The Committee can thus look to domestic or international law in ascertaining whether a human 
rights issue arises from its consideration of a clause of a bill.  
 
It also appears that a report on a human rights issue is not confined to making a comment that 
some clause is, or even may be, in conflict with some rights standard. The Committee might 
report that a bill enhances rights protections. 
 
The Committee is aware that its reports may be consulted by members of the Assembly for the 
purposes of debate on a bill. Its report may thus provide explanation, and outline different points 
of view, in a way that it hopes will facilitate a debate about rights. 
 
BILLS: 
 
Bills—No Comment 
 
The Committee has examined the following Bills and offers no comment on them: 
 

CRIMES AMENDMENT BILL 2004 (NO 4) 
 
This is a Bill for an Act to amend the Crimes Act 1900, the Mental Health (Treatment and Care) 
Act 1994, the Community Advocate Act 1991 and the Magistrates Court Act 1930 to provide that 
the legal process of determining fitness to plead is decided by the relevant court, rather than by 
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the Mental Health Tribunal. The Tribunal will maintain its function of reviewing the on-going 
fitness of a person. 
 

GAMING MACHINE AMENDMENT BILL 2004 (NO 4) 
 
This is a Bill to amend the Gaming Machine Act 2004 to regulate the circumstances in which a 
gaming machine licence may not be refused. 
 

OPTOMETRISTS LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2004 
 
This is a Bill for an Act to amend the amend the Optometrists Act 1956 and various related 
legislation to allow optometrists in the ACT to prescribe a limited range of medicines for 
treatment, and to update the legislation to reflect that optometrists routinely use medicines for 
diagnosis during their consultations. 
 

REVENUE LEGISLATION REPEAL BILL 2004 
 
This is a Bill for an Act to repeal the Financial Institutions Duty Act 1987 and the Financial 
Institutions Duty Regulation 1990, and to amend the Debits Tax Act 1997 so there is no tax 
liability in relation to debits made from 1 July 2005, and then to effect the repeal of the Debits 
Tax Act from 1 July 2006. 
 

SMOKING (PROHIBITION IN ENCLOSED PUBLIC PLACES) AMENDMENT BILL 
2004 

 
This is a Bill for an Act to make minor or technical amendments to the Smoking (Prohibition in 
Enclosed Public Places) Act 2003.  
 
Bills—Comment 
 
The Committee has examined the following Bills and offers the following comment on them: 
 

CLASSIFICATION (PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND COMPUTER GAMES) 
(ENFORCEMENT) AMENDMENT BILL 2004 

 
This Bill would amend the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) (Enforcement) 
Act 1995 to implement changes to the National Classification Code. The Bill would also amend the 
Act in terms of how it makes provision for offences. 
 
Has there been an undue trespass on rights and liberties? - Para 2(c)(i) 
 
The purpose of the Act, and correspondingly of the Bill, is to provide for the enforcement of a scheme 
of classification of publications, films and computer games, and for other related purposes. 
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The classifications are made by the Commonwealth Office of Film and Literature Classification in 
accordance with the National Classification Code. That Code (in the Schedule to the Classification 
(Publications, Films and Computer Games) Act 1995 (Commonwealth) provides: 
 

Classification decisions are to give effect, as far as possible, to the following principles:  

(a) adults should be able to read, hear and see what they want;  

(b) minors should be protected from material likely to harm or disturb them;  

(c) everyone should be protected from exposure to unsolicited material that they find offensive;  

(d) the need to take account of community concerns about:  

(i) depictions that condone or incite violence, particularly sexual violence; and  

(ii) the portrayal of persons in a demeaning manner.  
 
The State and Territories are responsible for the enforcement of the classification decisions in relation 
to films, computer games, and publications.  
 
Part 2 of the Act regulates “films”. There are several offences based on the fact of a person having 
exhibited a film, or sold a film, where that film has not been classified at all, or has been classified in a 
particular way. Some offences are based on the attendance of a child at the showing of the film, or, on 
the film having been sold to a child. There are similar offence provisions in Parts 3 and 4 relating to 
publications and computer games. Part 5 regulates advertisements for films, publications and 
computer games, and Part 6 regulates “X 18+ films”. 
 
The free speech dimension 
 
As a regulation of free speech, there arises the question whether the Bill is compatible with HRA 
section 16: 
 

16 Freedom of expression 

 (1) Everyone has the right to hold opinions without interference. 

 (2) Everyone has the right to freedom of expression.  This right includes the freedom to seek, 
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of borders, whether orally, in 
writing or in print, by way of art, or in another way chosen by him or her. 

 
On the basis that a court would find that the law impinges on the “right to freedom of expression”, the 
focus then shifts to HRA section 28: 
 

28 Human rights may be limited 

Human rights may be subject only to reasonable limits set by Territory laws that can be demonstrably 
justified in a free and democratic society. 
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The difficulty in evaluating this Bill from these perspectives is that the way it will operate cannot be 
ascertained from its terms. This is because the reach of the offence provisions is determined by the 
way films, etc are classified by the Office of Film and Literature Classification makes classification. 
 
The only useful question for the Assembly at this point is whether a law which attaches criminal 
sanction to the publication, sale, etc of material, or material that has been classified (according to the 
Code is incompatible with HRA section 16, and, if it is, whether that incompatibility is “demonstrably 
justified in a free and democratic society” (section 28). 
 
On the face of it, and guided by the law of comparable countries, the answer is probably 
 
• Yes, there is an incompatibility with the unqualified (by section 16) notion of a “right to freedom 

of expression”; but 
 
• Yes, that incompatibility is “demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society”. 
 
A general framework for assessing the application of the HRA provisions in relation to a Bill of this 
kind was spelt out by the Court of Appeal of New Zealand in Moonen v Film and Literature Board of 
Review [1999] NZCA 329. The Court said: 
 

[1] This appeal concerns the relationship between freedom of expression and censorship of objectionable 
publications. … 
 
[15] Under s 14 of the Bill of Rights, [= HRA s 16] everyone has the right to freedom of expression, including 
the freedom to seek, receive, and impart information and opinions of any kind in any form. This right is as wide 
as human thought and imagination. Censorship of publications to any extent acts as a pro tanto abrogation of the 
right to freedom of expression. The rationale for such abrogation is that other values are seen as predominating 
over freedom of expression. Nevertheless the extent of the pro tanto abrogation brought about by censorship 
legislation must, in terms of s 5 of the Bill of Rights, [= HRA s 28] constitute only such reasonable limitation on 
freedom of expression as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society. …. . 
 
[18] … In determining whether an abrogation or limitation of a right or freedom can be justified in terms of s 5, 
[= HRA s 28] it is desirable first to identify the objective which the legislature was endeavouring to achieve by 
the provision in question. The importance and significance of that objective must then be assessed. The way in 
which the objective is statutorily achieved must be in reasonable proportion to the importance of the objective. A 
sledge hammer should not be used to crack a nut. The means used must also have a rational relationship with the 
objective, and in achieving the objective there must be as little interference as possible with the right or freedom 
affected. Furthermore the limitation involved must be justifiable in the light of the objective. Of necessity value 
judgments will be involved. In this case it is the value to society of freedom of expression, against the value 
society places on protecting children and young persons from exploitation for sexual purposes, and on protecting 
society generally, or sections of it, from being exposed to the various kinds of conduct referred to in [the law 
which underpinned the film censorship regime in New Zealand]. Ultimately, whether the limitation in issue can 
or cannot be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society is a matter of judgment which the Court is 
obliged to make on behalf of the society which it serves and after considering all the issues which may have a 
bearing on the individual case, whether they be social, legal, moral, economic, administrative, ethical or 
otherwise. 
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Of course, it is the Legislative Assembly which must make, on behalf of the society, a judgment 
whether it will pass into law a Bill. The Supreme Court of the Territory will play a similar role if the 
Bill passes into law and a person raises before it a challenge to the Act, or some part of it. 
 
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly.  
 
Offences which include an element of strict or absolute liability 
 
The Bill would create a number of offences of strict liability, or of absolute liability, or offences 
containing an element of strict liability, or of absolute liability. Offences of these kinds do raise a 
rights issue, as explained below. 
 
This is a recurring issue and the Committee considers it useful to make a general statement stating its 
concerns. It has done so in Reports to the Fifth Legislative Assembly. On this occasion, it is able to 
take into account that the Explanatory Statement to this Bill is an important statement of Executive 
policy in relation to when it considers such offences justifiable. 
 
The mental element of a crime 
 
Following Australian common law, the Criminal Code Act 2002 makes provision for three categories 
of statutory criminal offence: 
 
1. Firstly, there are offences in respect of which there is an obligation on the prosecution to prove 

that the accused had a guilty mind (or, possessed the mens rea) when he or she performed the 
physical acts which are described in the relevant offence. By s 22 of the Code, this is the position 
in relation to all offences, unless the offence is stipulated to be one of either strict or, 
alternatively, absolute liability. Section 22 thus reflects the fundamental principle that a person is 
not to be found guilty of a criminal offence unless they are proved to have intended to commit 
the acts that constitute the physical elements of the offence.  

 
2. Secondly, if a law that creates an offence provides that the offence is a strict liability offence, 

“there are no fault elements for any of the physical elements of the offence”: Code, s 23(a). 
Nevertheless, the defendant may adduce evidence that he or she, when carrying out the conduct 
making up the physical element, considered whether or not facts existed, (in relation to which 
see s 36(2)), and was under a mistaken but reasonable belief about the facts. If, had the facts 
existed, the conduct would not have been an offence, the defendant is not criminally responsible; 
see Code, s 36(1). The defendant need only present or point to evidence that suggests a 
reasonable possibility that he or she acted in this way; see Code, s 58. If this “evidential burden” 
is discharged, then the prosecution “is required to persuade the jury that there was no mistake or 
that the mistake was unreasonable": The Commonwealth Criminal Code: A Guide for 
Practitioners (2002) at 177. 
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It should however be noted that: 
 

• in terms of s 36, a defendant cannot be mistaken about the facts unless he or she has 
considered whether or not facts existed. There is then, in effect, a duty of inquiry in 
circumstances where the defendant's conduct might result in the commission of the offence; 
and 

• s 36 does not permit a defence of  

– reasonable ignorance of the facts; 

– of reasonable ignorance of the law; or 

– that reasonable steps were taken by the defendant to obey the law.  
 

On the other hand, "this rigour is softened to some extent by the provision of a defence which 
excuses accidental breach of provisions which impose strict or absolute liability": ibid. This is a 
reference to section 39 of the Code, which deals with "Intervening conduct or event". This 
defence is, however, much narrower than a due diligence defence. Some further protection is 
afforded by section 40 (duress); section 41, ("Sudden or extraordinary emergency"); section 42 
(self-defence); and section 43 (lawful authority). 

 
3. Thirdly, if a law provides that the offence is one of absolute liability, there are no fault elements 

for any of the physical elements; and the defence of mistake of fact under s 36 is not available: 
Code s 24(1). Sections 39 to 43 are, however, also available in relation to offences of absolute 
liability. 

 
The Code provides no guidance as to how the legislature should choose in which category to place a 
particular offence, or as to how a breach should be punished. Thus, a term of imprisonment might be 
prescribed as an available penalty in respect of an offence of strict or absolute liability. Nor does the 
Code, (nor could it of course), preclude the legislature from providing for a discrete defence, such as 
that the accused acted with due diligence, or had a reasonable excuse. 
 
It may be, however, that the HRA will constrain the choices of the legislature.  
 
The rights issues 
 
In Report No 38 of the Fifth Assembly, the Committee quoted the words of Lamer J in Re B.C. Motor 
Vehicle Act [1985] 2 SCR 486: 
 

69  It has from time immemorial been part of our system of laws that the innocent not be punished. This 
principle has long been recognized as an essential element of a system for the administration of justice 
which is founded upon a belief in the dignity and worth of the human person and on the rule of law. It is so 
old that its first enunciation was in Latin actus non facit reum nisi mens sit rea [an act does not make the 
doer guilty, unless the mind be guilty]. 
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In terms of the Human Rights Act 2004, the Committee has noted that a court may see the issue as 
being whether an offence of strict or absolute liability, or an offence which includes an element of 
strict .or absolute liability, is compatible with a person’s “right to liberty and security of the person” (s 
24(1)). Canadian courts have tended to approach the issue in this way Alternatively, or in addition, a 
rights objection may be founded on s 22(1) of the HRA: "Every one charged with a criminal offence 
shall have the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law”. New Zealand case-
law suggests this approach; see R v Wholesale Travel Group Inc., [1991] 3 SCR 154 at 195ff, and P 
Rishworth et al, The New Zealand Bill of Rights (2003) at 666 and 684. 
 
The Committee has cited Canadian law for the point that HRA s 24(1) is most obviously implicated 
where imprisonment is a possible punishment. If this Canadian approach were to be followed, there is 
a rights objection to a law which creates either an offence of absolute liability, or of strict liability, in 
respect of which offence the defendant may be imprisoned. (The Canadian approach has been erected 
on Articles 1 and 7 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (found in the Constitution Act, 
1982, as enacted by the Canada Act, 1982, 1982 (U.K.), c. 11). The general thrust of Canadian law is 
supported by a decision of the European Court of Human Rights and by some English judicial 
commentary: see B Emmerson and A Ashworth, Human Rights and Criminal Justice (2001) at 278.) 
 
There may well, however, be a rights objection even in cases where imprisonment is not a possible 
penalty. In the words of Lamer CJ in R v Wholesale Travel Group Inc., [1991] 3 S.C.R. 154 at 183, 
the question in every case will be whether "the penalty imposed on an accused and the stigma which 
attaches to that penalty and/or to the conviction itself, necessitate a level of fault which reflects the 
particular nature of the crime". If the fault element in the statutory offence is not one the court thinks 
sufficient to meet the standards of fundamental justice, the provision will be in breach of the bill of 
rights. Whether this approach translates to the HRA is debatable. It might be seen to be an aspect of 
asking whether the punishment is proportionate to the offence; see below, comment on the Justice and 
Community Safety Legislation Amendment Bill 2004 (No 2). 
 
Of course, even if an incompatibility between an ACT law and some provision of the HRA is 
perceived, the question will then be whether the law may be justified under section 28, which permits 
of reasonable limits on the rights stated in the Act, if the limits “can be demonstrably justified in a free 
and democratic society”. 
 
Just what the Supreme Court of the Territory will make of the HRA in this respect remains to be seen. 
Without guidance, the Assembly is left to make its own judgment about how the HRA affects 
provisions imposing strict, or absolute liability. 
 
The Committee’s approach in relation to clauses seeking to create offences (or elements of offences) 
of strict or absolute liability 
 
It is fair to say that the most frequently recurring point of disagreement between the Scrutiny 
Committee and the Executive in the course of the Fifth Assembly concerned proposal in bills for 
offences of strict or absolute liability.  
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The approach of the Committee of the Fifth Assembly was spelt out in Report No 38 of the Fifth 
Assembly. The Committee proposed that where a provision of a bill (or of a subordinate law) proposes 
to create an offence of strict or absolute liability, (or an offence which contains an element of strict or 
absolute liability), the Explanatory Statement should address the issues of: 
 
• why a fault element (or guilty mind) is not required, and, if it be the case, explanation of why 

absolute rather than strict liability is stipulated; 

• whether, in the case of an offence of strict liability, a defendant should nevertheless be able to rely 
on some defence, such as having taken reasonable steps to avoid liability, in addition to the 
defence of reasonable mistake of fact allowed by s 36 of the Criminal Code 2002. 

 
The Committee has a particular concern with offences of strict or absolute liability in respect of which 
imprisonment is a possible punishment, and has suggested that such clauses may be found to be 
incompatible with the HRA. 
 
The Committee has not attempted to spell out a framework according to which it assesses whether it is 
appropriate to provide for an with offence of strict or absolute liability. The Committee invited the 
Executive to spell out a general framework. In Report No 38 of the Fifth Assembly, it said: 
 

The Committee accepts that it is not appropriate in every case for an Explanatory Statement to state why a 
particular offence is one of strict (or absolute) liability. It nevertheless thinks that it should be possible to 
provide a general statement of philosophy about when there is justified some diminution of the fundamental 
principle that an accused must be shown by the prosecution to have intended to commit the crime charged. 
There will also be some cases where a particular justification is called for, such as where imprisonment is a 
possible penalty. 

 
The Explanatory Statement to the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) 
(Enforcement) Amendment Bill 2004 
 
In this Explanatory Statement, the Attorney-General has provided an important statement of general 
approach. It states: 
 

Offences incorporating strict liability elements are carefully considered when developing legislation and 
generally arise in a regulatory context where for reasons such as public safety or protection of the public 
revenue, the public interest in ensuring that regulatory schemes are observed requires the sanction of 
criminal penalties. In particular, where a defendant can reasonably be expected, because of his or her 
professional involvement, to know what the requirements of the law are, the mental, or fault, element can 
justifiably be excluded. The rationale is that professionals engaged in producing or distributing films, 
videos or publications as a business, as opposed to members of the general public, can be expected to be 
aware of their duties and obligations. The provisions are drafted so that, if a particular set of circumstances 
exists, a specified person is guilty of an offence. Unless some knowledge or intention ought be required to 
commit a particular offence (in which case a specific defence is provided), the defendant's frame of mind at 
the time is irrelevant. The penalties for offences cast in these terms are lower than for those requiring proof 
of fault. 
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Without wishing to diminish the significance of what is said by the Attorney-General, the Committee 
adds some comment, largely by way of elaboration of one particular aspect of it, to the passage set out 
above. 
 
It notes that the Scrutiny of Bills Committee of the Senate of the Commonwealth parliament, in its 
Sixth Report of 2002, endorsed as relevant principles the propositions that: 
 

strict liability may be appropriate where it is necessary to ensure the integrity of a regulatory regime such 
as, for instance, those relating to public health, the environment, or financial or corporate regulation; [or] 
where its application is necessary to protect the general revenue;  
 
strict liability may be appropriate to overcome the “knowledge of law” problem, where a physical element 
of the offence expressly incorporates a reference to a legislative provision;  
 
strict liability may be appropriate where it has proved difficult to prosecute fault provisions, particularly 
those involving intent; as with other criteria, however, all the circumstances of each case should be taken 
into account; [and] 
 
strict liability offences should be applied only where the penalty does not include imprisonment and where 
there is a cap on monetary penalties; the general Commonwealth criteria of 60 penalty units … appears to 
be a reasonable maximum. 

 
(The Committee does not suggest that these Senate guidelines must apply to Territory offences. They 
are, however, a useful point of reference.) 
 
The notion of the regulatory offence, and the arguments for adoption of strict liability in relation to 
them, was explained by Dickson J in R v The Corporation of The City of Sault Ste. Marie [1978] 2 
S.C.R. 1299: 
 

The distinction between the true criminal offence and the public welfare offence is one of prime 
importance. … 
 
Public welfare offences obviously lie in a field of conflicting values. It is essential for society to maintain, 
through effective enforcement, high standards of public health and safety. Potential victims of those who 
carry on latently pernicious activities have a strong claim to consideration. On the other hand, there is a 
generally held revulsion against punishment of the morally innocent. … 
 
Various arguments are advanced in justification of [strict or absolute] liability in public welfare offences. 
Two predominate. Firstly, it is argued that the protection of social interests requires a high standard of care 
and attention on the part of those who follow certain pursuits and such persons are more likely to be 
stimulated to maintain those standards if they know that ignorance or mistake will not excuse them. The 
removal of any possible loophole acts, it is said, as an incentive to take precautionary measures beyond 
what would otherwise be taken, in order that mistakes and mishaps be avoided. The second main argument 
is one based on administrative efficiency. Having regard to both the difficulty of proving mental culpability 
and the number of petty cases which daily come before the Courts, proof of fault is just too great a burden 
in time and money to place upon the prosecution. To require proof of each person's individual intent would 
allow almost every violator to escape. This, together with the glut of work entailed in proving mens rea in 
every case would clutter the docket and impede adequate enforcement as virtually to nullify the regulatory 
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statutes. In short, absolute liability, it is contended, is the most efficient and effective way of ensuring 
compliance with minor regulatory legislation and the social ends to be achieved are of such importance as 
to override the unfortunate by-product of punishing those who may be free of moral turpitude. In further 
justification, it is urged that slight penalties are usually imposed and that conviction for breach of a public 
welfare offence does not carry the stigma associated with conviction for a criminal offence. 

 
Cutting across these arguments are the values state in the HRA: of the presumption of innocence 
(section 22(1)); of the “right to liberty” (section 18(1)); and the principle of proportionate punishment 
which may be located in section 10. Of course, the arguments in favour of offences of strict or 
absolute liability may be advanced under HRA section 28. 
 
The strict and absolute liability offences in the Classification (Publications, Films and Computer 
Games) (Enforcement) Amendment Bill 2004 
 
The strict liability offences 
 
The Bill would create a number of offences of strict liability. In no case, however, has imprisonment 
been stated as a possible punishment, and in no case does the penalty exceed 60 penalty points. 
 
The justification in the Explanatory Statement has been noted above. 
 
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly.  
 
The absolute liability offences 
 
The Bill would create a number of offences of absolute liability. In some cases, imprisonment been 
stated as a possible punishment. This would ordinarily create cause for concern, but the Committee 
notes that in each instance, (see clause 6, proposed sections 23, 35, 40, 42, 46 and 47), there is 
provision for the defendant to avoid conviction if he or she proves certain matters. These matters are, 
generally speaking, that he or she acted with reasonable care in some respect. 
 
In relation to proposals for offences of absolute liability, the Explanatory Statement states: 
 

Absolute liability is similar to strict liability in its nature, but also removes the defence of mistake of fact.  
Essentially, this means that conduct alone is sufficient to make the defendant culpable.  However, some 
defences, such as intervening conduct or event (section 39), are also available.  Absolute liability has been 
provided for an element where mistake of fact by the defendant would not be the appropriate defence in the 
circumstances.  However, in all cases where absolute liability has been applied, a particular defence, with 
either a legal burden or an evidential burden, has been specified in the further provisions of the offence. For 
example, absolute liability is provided for new section 13(1)(b) and (d): 
 

(b) a child is present during any part of the exhibition 
 
However, a specific defence mitigates the application of absolute liability at new section 13(4): 
 

(4) It is a defence to a prosecution for an offence against this section if the defendant proves that the 
defendant believed on reasonable grounds that the child was an adult. 
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The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly.  
 
Burden of proof provisions 
 
We need to consider separately: 
 
(1)  the proposed new offences in respect of which a defendant bears a legal burden of proof of some 

matter of excuplation; from 

(2)  those where the defendant bears an evidential burden of some such matter. 
 
The legal burden cases 
 
The Explanatory Statement identifies a number of the proposed new sections of the Act where a legal 
burden of proof in respect of some matter of exculpation would be imposed on the defendant. These 
are “sections 13(4), 14(4), 15(5), 23(4), 23(8), 23(12), 35(7), 43(4), 46(4), 46(7), and 62(2).” 
 
[The Committee interpolates here the comment that proposed section 46(7) does not appear to be a 
provision of this kind. The most that might be said is that an evidential burden is imposed on the 
defendant so far as regards proof the facts that would cause section 46(5) to be inapplicable.] 
 
The Explanatory Statement does not explain why it is that these proposed new sections would impose 
a legal burden of proof on the defendant. It is worth noting that this is because each provision states 
that the defendant must prove some fact in order to escape conviction. This express requirement 
causes section 59 of the Criminal Code 2002 to come into play, and its effect is to impose a legal 
burden of proof (although only to the standard of the balance of probabilities) on the defendant. 
 
The Explanatory Statement acknowledges that the imposition of a legal burden of proof on a 
defendant raises a rights issue. It states: 
 

Imposing the legal burden of proof on the defence, even if those burdens operate only within defined 
exceptions, prima facie infringes the presumption of innocence, which is protected by section 22(1) of the 
Human Rights Act 2004 (HRA). In assessing whether such burdens fall within permissible limits under 
section 28 of the HRA, the courts are likely to consider the objective of the offence, and whether the legal 
burden is proportionate to the objective served by the offence provision. 

 
[In Report No 4 of 2001 this Committee drew attention to the rights issues thrown up by reversal of 
proof provisions, noting R v DPP; ex parte Kebeline [1999] UKHL 43.] 
 
The Explanatory Statement also acknowledges that “reversing the onus of proof is only appropriate in 
exceptional circumstances”. After then referring to the proposed new sections of the Act where a legal 
burden of proof, the Explanatory Statement offers this justification: 
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The retention of the legal burden of proof on the defendant in these provisions is appropriate because:  

• the objective of the provisions, the protection of children, is a legitimate purpose 

• the use of a legal burden is a proportionate measure to achieve this purpose. 
 
The Explanatory Statement further develops a justification by noting that the general objective of 
these provisions is the “protection of minors”, being an objective recognised in HRA section 11(2): 
“Every child has the right to the protection needed by the child because of being a child, without 
distinction or discrimination of any kind”. 
 
Thus, it is argued that the imposition of a legal burden in respect of these defences in sections 13(4), 
14(4), 15(5), 23(4), 23(8), 23(12), 35(7), 43(4), 46(4), 46(7), and 62(2), [noting that the Committee 
has queried the reference to section 46(7)], is a response “proportionate to the important objective of 
the protection of children”. The Explanatory Statement adds: 
 

[A person affected by the rules in these provisions] is in a position to take action to avoid criminal liability 
by taking reasonable steps to ascertain that the persons they are dealing with are not children – eg. 
requesting proof of age and putting in place procedures for all employees to check the age of patrons before 
admitting them to legally restricted films. 

 
The Explanatory Statement concludes with a general comment on the possible impact of the HRA on 
the reversal of onus provisions under discussion: 
 

Of necessity, the application of the Human Rights Act in circumstances such as this does require some 
value judgments to be made.  In this case, a judgement must be made by the Assembly about the value to 
society of the presumption of innocence as opposed to the protection of children.  The limitation on the 
presumption of innocence as a result of retaining a legal burden of proof in these provisions is justified by 
the greater protection from exposure to violent and sexually explicit material it affords to children.  The 
protection of children from exposure to unsuitable and explicit content is an important objective of the 
Australian classification system. 

 
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly.  
 
The evidential burden cases 
 
In this respect the Explanatory Statement is difficult to follow, and appears to have incorrect 
references. 
 
The Explanatory Statement notes, correctly (see section 58(7) of the Criminal Code Act 2002), that the 
“evidential burden means that the defendant need only point to evidence that suggests a reasonable 
possibility that the matter in question exists”. 
 
It may be added that if this burden is discharged, the prosecution must then prove, beyond reasonable 
doubt, that the matter does not exist. If it does not, the defendant cannot be convicted. 
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This may be illustrated by reference to proposed new section 13 of the Act. In respect of certain films, 
section 13(1) provides that a person commits an offence of he or she exhibits the film in a place other 
than a public place and a child is present during part of the exhibition of the film. Section 13(5) then 
states that section 13 “does not apply if – (a) the person is the parent or guardian of the child”. 
 
It can be gathered from a statement at the bottom of page 13 of the Explanatory Statement that it is 
thought that the defendant will carry an evidential burden to prove that he or she is the parent or 
guardian of the child. This may be correct, although it will be a matter of interpretation for a court to 
address. Section 13(5) does not explicitly place an evidential burden on the defendant. 
 
Some confusion is, however, caused by what the Explanatory Statement says by way of comparison 
with the provision of the current Classification (Publications, Films and Computer Games) 
(Enforcement) Act 1995 that is analogous to proposed new section 13. The Explanatory Statement 
notes, “[a] number of provisions in the existing Act have specific defences that require a defendant 
who wishes to rely on the defence to prove the existence of the circumstances of the defence – i.e the 
defendant bears a legal burden of proof.” It later states that to “facilitate consistency with the HRA, 
the legal burden on the defendant in sections 13, 20, 23, 36, 37, 43, 45 and 48 have been altered so 
that an evidential burden rather than a legal burden is imposed on the defendant”. 
 
So far as proposed new section 13 is concerned, the comparison is with section 12 of the current Act, 
not section 13. Furthermore, it would appear that proposed new 20 should be compared with section 
19 of the Act; proposed new section 23 with section 21; proposed new section 36 with section 31; 
proposed new section 43 with section 38; proposed new section 45 with section 40; and proposed new 
section 48 with section 43. 
 
The rights issues thrown up by the placing of an evidential burden on a defendant are far less acute 
than where a legal burden is so placed. In so far as there is a problem, the justifications given by the 
Explanatory Statement in respect of those provisions that place a legal burden apply with much greater 
force. 
 
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly.  
 

FAIR WORK CONTRACTS BILL 2004 
 
This is a Bill for a Fair Work Contracts Act 2004, the object of which is to ensure fair conditions for a 
party to a contract for services for the doing of work in an industry. An application may be made to 
the Consumer and Trader Tribunal to review work contracts, which then determines whether a work 
contract is unfair. The tribunal may vary, set aside or reinstate the contract, in order to put the parties 
to the work contract as nearly as practicable on a footing that avoids the contract being unfair. In some 
circumstances, the tribunal may instead order a party to the contract to pay compensation to another 
party. The tribunal may require a party to pay another party’s costs of the proceedings under certain 
circumstances, if it is in the interest of justice to do so. By amendment of the Consumer and Trader 
Tribunal Act 2003, a person may only be represented by a lawyer in a proceeding before the fair work 
contracts division of the tribunal with the leave of the tribunal. 
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Is there an undue trespass on personal rights, and/or is a human rights issues raised by bill? 
 
Property rights 
 
It is clear that the scheme of the Bill would permit the Consumer and Trader Tribunal to set aside the 
terms of a contract between the parties to a “work contract”, which is defined as “a contract for 
services for doing work in an industry”, and to re-write that contract. Is there thereby an interference 
with the right to property? 
 
The Human Rights Act 2004 does not explicitly protect property rights, but this is an interest 
recognised by other rights statements, and by the common law tradition. The Universal Declaration of 
Rights provides: 
 

17. (1) Everyone has the right to own property alone as well as in association with others. 
 
 (2)  No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his property. 

 
A more modern statement is found in Protocol 1 to The European Convention on Human Rights:  
 

Article 1 
 
Every natural or legal person is entitled to the peaceful enjoyment of his possessions. No one shall be 
deprived of his possessions except in the public interest and subject to the conditions provided for by law 
and by the general principles of international law. 
 
The preceding provisions shall not, however, in any way impair the right of a State to enforce such laws as 
it deems necessary to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest or to secure the 
payment of taxes or other contributions or penalties. 

 
The concepts of “property” and “possessions” have been given a wide interpretation by various courts 
that have considered these or similar provisions. The freedom to enter into contracts, or to operate 
under a licence, may well be included; (see (N Jayawickrama, The Judicial Application of Human 
Rights Law (2002) at 916). This approach is supported by the High Court decision in Zhu v Treasurer 
of New South Wales [2004] HCA 56 [123]ff. 
 
On the other hand, it is also recognised that restrictions on the use of property or possessions will not 
violate these rights “so long as they serve objectives of general interest and do not constitute a 
disproportionate and intolerable interference with the rights of the owner, impinging on the substance 
of the right” (N Jayawickrama (above) at 914-916).  
 
The notion that the regulation must be proportionate embraces the idea that there must be a reasonable 
relationship between the means employed and the aim pursued (ibid at 917). 
 
In Huddart Parker Ltd v Commonwealth (1931) 44 CLR 492 Justice Evatt acknowledged that the 
administrative scheme in question was an “interference with the contractual freedom both of 
employers and employees”, but said that “[n]o such scheme could ever operate without affecting, to a 
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greater or a less degree, the civil rights of employers, applicants for employment and employees” 
(520). In other contexts, Evatt was solicitous to protect social rights such as a person's livelihood or 
vocation (Kahn v Board of Examiners (Vict.) (1939) 62 CLR 422, 449; R v Mahoney; Ex parte 
Johnson (1931) 46 CLR 131, 147). Evatt also recognised that making this judgement in a particular 
instance was essentially a political question. He said: 
 

Once it became competent for the [United States Supreme] Court to nullify legislation operating adversely 
to property or business interests upon the theory that such legislation is "arbitrary," "unreasonable," 
"capricious," or "inexpedient," the opinions of the Justices were necessarily governed by some calculus of 
utility which commended itself or was made available to the Judge. But such a calculus necessarily imports 
a standard of social and economic values, i.e., a political standard ((1940) 53 Harvard Law Review 1145 at 
1148). 

 
The Committee thus draws attention to what the Presentation Speech states in justification of the Bill. 
 
Right to a fair hearing/access to professional legal services 
 
By amendment of the Consumer and Trader Tribunal Act 2003, a person may only be represented by 
a lawyer in a proceeding before the fair work contracts division of the Consumer and Trader Tribunal 
with the leave of the tribunal. This amendment raises a human rights issue in terms of section 21(1) of 
the Human Rights Act 2004: 
 

21 (1) Everyone has the right to have criminal charges, and rights and obligations recognised by law, 
decided by a competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal after a fair and public hearing. 

 
R Clayton and H Tomlinson, The Law of Human Rights (2000, and Supplements), at para 11.213, 
observe that “In civil cases, the right to a fair hearing includes a right to legal assistance, albeit a less 
extensive one [than in criminal cases]”. (The reference is to Article 6.1 of the European Convention, 
which is analogous to s 23(1).) 
 
The Committee notes that the issue is raised. It also notes that in relation to other aspects of the 
jurisdiction of the tribunal, a person may by right engage the services of a lawyer. The Explanatory 
Statement does not explain why there should be this difference; (see commentary to clause 1.7 of the 
Schedule to the Bill.) 
 
Lack of clarity 
 
The purpose of the Bill is made clear in the Presentation Speech. The Bill does not appear to be 
intended to operate in relation to a contract between a consumer (say a householder), and an 
independent contractor such as a plumber. 
 
But the scope of the concept of “a contract for services for the doing of work in an industry”, (see 
clause 8 of the Bill), is very broad, and, even when read with the definition of “industry” in the 
Dictionary to the Bill, it is not apparent why it would not cover a consumer contract of the kind just 
noted. 
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GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT AMENDMENT BILL 2004 
 
This is a Bill to amend the Government Procurement Act 2001 to prevent public disclosure of 
information that could potentially undermine public safety and the security of important public 
infrastructure, buildings and other public facilities, and to empower the Minister to make regulations 
to provide exemptions to prevent disclosure of other information. 
 
Has there been an undue trespass on rights and liberties? - Para 2(c)(i) 
 
Freedom of expression and freedom of information 
 
Section 35 of the Act states the circumstances under which a responsible Territory entity may propose 
that any part of a contract to which section 34 applies may be confidential text, or may agree to any 
part of the contract being confidential text. The entity must satisfied that the disclosure of the text 
would have certain effects. The point of clause 4 of the Bill is to add to this list the matters which 
would justify the entity agreeing to some part of all part of the contract being confidential text. The 
result of this is explained in the Explanatory Statement: 
 

[proposed] sub-sections 35 (1)(a)(v) and (vi) [expand] the nature of confidential text and data which may be 
excluded from the Notifiable Contracts Register to include plans, drawings and specifications where the 
disclosure of such information may compromise public safety or the security of important Territory 
infrastructure, buildings and facilities. 
 
Provision is also made for the Minister to make regulations to prescribe other information which may be 
protected from public disclosure. 

 
The Committee draws attention to the restrictions that would by these amendments be placed on the 
ability of members of the public to obtain information concerning government contracts.  
 
In Report No 52 of the Fifth Legislative Assembly, the Committee referred to section 16 of the Human 
Rights Act 2004. 
 

16 Freedom of expression 

 (1) Everyone has the right to hold opinions without interference. 

 (2) Everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right includes the freedom to seek, 
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of borders, whether orally, in 
writing or in print, by way of art, or in another way chosen by him or her. 

 
It noted that section 16(2) referred to “the freedom to … receive … information and ideas of all 
kinds”. The Committee continued: 
 

In its application, the freedom stated in section 16 is likely to be understood in a way that accords a high 
value to political free speech, and, in particular, to speech that facilitates the operation of responsible 
government. This assertion may be supported by reference to the development by the High Court of a 
freedom of political communication. [The Committee referred to Lange v ABC (1997) 189 CLR 520.] 
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As Gummow J put it in Kruger v Commonwealth (1997) 190 CLR 1 at 156, the "communication of 
information respecting, and discussion of, matters of political interest" is of "central importance to the 
efficacious working of the system of responsible and representative government established by the 
Constitution for the Commonwealth". 

 
Coming now to proposed sub-paragraphs 35 (1)(a)(v) and (vi) of the Government Procurement Act 
2001, what is involved is not any interference in lines of communication between electors (or the 
people). They would permit a restriction to be placed on the ability of citizens to obtain information 
about the workings of government in relation to the contracts they make on behalf of the citizenry. 
 
Nonetheless, and noting that the scope of the notion that section 16 states a freedom to receive 
information and ideas of all kinds, a tension between HRA section 16 and proposed paragraphs 35 
(1)(a)(v) and (vi) may be thought to arise from a conflict between two competing standpoints. 
 
On the one hand, and in line with the High Court’s rationale for its political communications freedom, 
it may be argued that information about the workings of government is of great importance from the 
viewpoint of the public being informed, and thereby of the working of responsible government.  
 
On the other, restrictions on the disclosure of information to the end of protecting public safety and 
the security of the Territory are important values that may be related, at least, the “right to life” (HRA 
section 10). HRA section 28 may be seen to be a basis for these restrictions on section 16(2): 
 

28 Human rights may be limited 
 
 Human rights may be subject only to reasonable limits set by Territory laws that can be demonstrably 

justified in a free and democratic society. 
 
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly. 
 
Is there an inappropriate delegation of legislative power? - Para 2(c)(iv) 
 
The Committee notes that the effect of proposed paragraph 35 (1)(a) (vi) of the Government 
Procurement Act 2001 would be, as the Explanatory Statement states, to empower the Minister to 
make regulations to prescribe other information which may be protected from public disclosure. 
 
Given the significance of freedom of information, which it has been noted may be seen as an element 
of the right stated in HRA section 16(2), the Committee draws to the attention of the Assembly the 
question whether it is appropriate for laws restricting information about government contracts to be 
made by regulation. 
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JUSTICE AND COMMUNITY SAFETY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2004 (NO 2) 
 
This is a Bill to amend various laws administered by the ACT Department of Justice and Community 
Safety. 
 
Has there been an undue trespass on rights and liberties? - Para 2(c)(i) 
 
Clause 41 of the Bill would repeal sections 31 and 35 of the Smoking (Prohibition in Enclosed Public 
Places) Act 2003.  
 
Sections 31 and 35, which have not yet come into operation, would insert into the Liquor Act 1975 
sections 93A and 116A, the effect of which would be that a liquor licence (section 93A) or liquor 
permit (section 116A) would be cancelled automatically if the licensee is found guilty or convicted of 
an offence against section 8 of the Smoking (Prohibition in Enclosed Public Places) Act 2003 in 
relation to any part of the licensed premises. In short, section 8 provides that the licensee commits an 
offence where another person smokes on any part of the premises which is an enclosed public place. 
 
Sections 31 and 35 of the Smoking (Prohibition in Enclosed Public Places) Act 2003 would operate to 
make licensees and permit holders liable to heavy penalties on licensees for the actions of others, 
although “reasonable excuse” type defences are available to the licensees and permit holders. 
 
This regime might be supported on the ground that it is designed to protect the health of those who 
frequent places that sell liquor. In this way, it might be argued that the regime protects the “right to 
life” of those whose health is placed at risk by smoking by others: HRA section 9(1). 
 
The Attorney-General’s Presentation Speech for this Justice and Community Safety Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2004 (No 2) advances three rights based arguments in support of the repeal (by 
clause 41 of the Bill) of sections 31 and 35.  
 
In order to promote a rights based analysis of clause 41, the Committee offers the following 
comments. 
 
The argument that a licensee is exposed to a double penalty if, as a result of a conviction, her, his or 
its license is automatically cancelled is, with respect, correct. The Committee notes that it is 
commonly the case that the commission of an offence by a licensee exposes that person to the 
possibility, or even the certainty, of loss of their licence. This does of course mean that loss of licence 
is a proportionate response to the fact that the licensee has been found guilty of an offence. 
 
The argument that a licensee is deprived of natural justice prior to loss of licence may not carry much 
weight. It is usually thought that the opportunity for the licensee to make their case occurs in the court 
that determines whether they are guilty of the relevant offence. 
 
The Committee accepts, and endorses, the Attorney-General’s concern that sections 31 and 35 of the 
Smoking (Prohibition in Enclosed Public Places) Act 2003 introduce a penalty regime that may not be 
a proportionate response to the fact that the licensee has been found guilty of an offence. In Report No 
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55 of the Fifth Legislative Assembly, the Committee drew attention to section 10 of the Human Rights 
Act 2004 and noted a comment that “[i]n various jurisdictions around the world it is a constitutional 
principle that no person should be subjected to a grossly disproportionate sentence”: D van Zyl Smit 
and A Ashworth, “Disproportionate Sentences as Human Rights Violations” (2004) 67 Modern Law 
review 541 at 541. 
 
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly. 
 

WATER EFFICIENCY LABELLING AND STANDARDS BILL 2004 
 
This is a Bill for an Act to provide for the establishment and operation of a nationally consistent 
scheme to apply state water efficiency labelling and minimum performance standards to certain water-
use products. It would establish the office of Regulator to administer the scheme, supported by 
offences and associated penalties in relation to failing to comply with registration, labelling and 
minimum efficiency and performance requirements, and in relation to the misuse of standards. 
 
Has there been an undue trespass on rights and liberties? - Para 2(c)(i) 
 
Strict liability offences 
 
The Bill would create a number of strict liability offences: see clauses 33 to 38 inclusive, and 46, 51, 
54, 61 and 62. 
 
Justification 
 
The Committee notes that no justification is offered in the Explanatory Statement for the imposition of 
strict liability. It also notes that when the companion Commonwealth Bill was presented to the Senate, 
the relevant Explanatory Statement, after a query raised by the Senate Scrutiny of Bills Committee, 
was amended to offer the following justification for provisions in the Commonwealth Bill that parallel 
clauses 33 to 38 of the Territory Bill: 
 

strict liability offences of the bill do not unduly trespass upon personal rights and liberties. It is important to 
note that the intent of imposing strict liability is not to criminalise innocent contraventions of the scheme 
but to strongly discourage actions that lead to excess urban water consumption that would further 
jeopardise the supply of this diminishing resource. The strict liability provisions contained in the bill 
therefore remove the uncertainty that would otherwise be inherent in the labelling and standards regime and 
create a simpler – as well as more stringent – standard. 

 
The Senate Scrutiny of Bills Committee commented: 
 

This explanation would appear to place the scheme within the principles proposed by the Committee in its 
report on strict liability offences and, in particular, the recognition that ‘strict liability may be appropriate 
where it is necessary to ensure the integrity of a regulatory regime such as, for instance, those relating to 
public health, the environment or financial or corporate regulation’. (Sixth Report of 2002, p 284) [extracts 
from Senate Alert Digest No 12 of 2004]. 
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Level of penalty 
 
The maximum penalty for a breach of any of the strict liability offences is 60 penalty points. 
 
The Committee refers to the discussion above in relation to the Classification (Publications, Films and 
Computer Games) (Enforcement) Amendment Bill 2004 and draws these matters to the attention of the 
Assembly. 
 
The powers of inspectors and the right to privacy 
 
The concept of “a person who has WELS information” is defined by clause 60 to mean a person who 
“the regulator believes, on reasonable grounds, … can give information, or produce a document, 
relevant for the purposes of investigating or preventing an offence against this Act”.  
 
Under clause 61, such a person may be required by notice by the regulator to give to a WELS 
inspector “information” or any specified document. Failure to give the information or the document is 
a strict liability offence, punishable by a maximum 60 penalty points. 
 
Under clause 62, such a person, under pain of committing a strict liability offence, punishable by a 
maximum 60 penalty points, must appear if required before a WELS inspector, who may then require 
the person “to answer any questions put by the inspector”, or to produce any specified document. 
 
In Report No 6 of 1999, concerning the Tobacco (Amendment) Bill 1999, the Committee noted  
 

The common law recognised “the right of the individual to refuse to answer questions put to him by 
persons in authority”: Rice v Connolly [1966] 2 QB 414 at 419. This may be regarded as a dimension of the 
“right to silence”, or, more particularly, of the privilege against self-incrimination; see Review of 
Commonwealth Criminal Law (Fifth Interim Report, June 1991) at paras 8.1 and 8.8. 
 
Today, this right might also be seen as a dimension of a right to privacy, in particular where the person 
questioned is not suspected of committing a crime.  

 
Section 12 of HRA provides: 
 

12 Privacy and reputation 

 Everyone has the right— 

 (a) not to have his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence interfered with unlawfully or 
arbitrarily; … . 

 
Do clauses 60 to 62 amount to an interference with the relevant person’s “privacy”? One very limited 
sense of this concept is that it is “a negative right to occupy a private space free from government 
intrusion” (National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality and another v Minister of Justice [1998] 
ZACC 15 [116]). The question is then whether a compulsion to reveal information and documents to 
government invades that private space free. It is arguable that it does. 
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Is that interference unlawfully or arbitrary? On its face, there is no breach of section 12 unless the 
interference with the right is unlawful or arbitrary. This creates a problem of interpretation. (See 
N Jayawickrama, The Judicial Application of Human Rights Law (2002) at 603, noting the problems 
the Human Rights Committee of the United Nations has had with Article 17 of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, on which section 12 is based.) 
 
The word “unlawfully” may be taken to mean mean that the interference is one sanctioned by a law 
that conforms to a rule of law requirement that it be sufficiently clear in what it prescribes that a 
citizen can regulate their conduct, and that it is accessible to the public; see S Joseph, et al, The 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (2nd ed, 2004) at 481. It cannot be, however, that 
the mere fact that the interference is sanctioned by law means that there is no breach of section 12. 
This interpretation would rob section 12 of any value.  
 
This result can be avoided by reasoning that although an interference may not be unlawful, it may 
breach section 12 by reason that it is an “arbitrary” interference. This may mean that the interference 
must be “reasonable” in terms of the objectives and scope of section 12, and be a “proportionate” 
manner of imposing the interference. In the end, the assessment of whether an interference is arbitrary 
may be much the same inquiry as is made under HRA section 28. (Section 28 does not come into play 
unless the law is in breach of section 12.) 
 
On the question whether the interference is arbitrary, (as just explained), a principle adopted in other 
jurisdictions is that  
 

an assessment must be made as to whether in a particular situation the public’s interest to be left alone by 
government must give way to government’s interest in intruding on the individual’s privacy in order to 
advance its goals, notably those of law enforcement: Hunter et al v Southam Inc [1984] 11 D.L.R. (4th) 641 
at 652-3 per Dickson J, a Canadian case cited by the Constitutional Court of South Africa in Bernstein v 
Bester [1996] ZACC 2 [76]. 

 
In making this assessment, it may also be relevant to assess the extent to which the interference affects 
the freedom and dignity of the person concerned. A high value may be placed on an expectation of 
privacy in relation to matters such as bodily integrity, private correspondence, and in relation to her or 
his residence; see N Jayawickrama, The Judicial Application of Human Rights Law (2002) at 606. 
 
It will also be relevant to note that the person subject to compulsion under clauses 60 to 62 may claim 
the benefit of the privilege against selfincrimination, and client legal privilege. This comes about 
because of the operation of sections 170 and s 171 of the Legislation Act 2001. 
 
This result mitigates the extent to which there is a a privacy concern with clauses 60 to 62. The 
Committee makes, however, two further points concerning these privileges. 
 
The first is that while clause 63, which is only a Note, draws attention to sections 170 and s 171 of the 
Legislation Act, it may be better to insert the reference into the body of each of clauses 61 and 62. 
(Compare clause 51.) This might make it more likely that a person subject to compulsion under 
clauses 60 to 62 will become aware that they may invoke these privileges. 
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The second point is that the person’s awareness would be better enhanced were the relevant inspector 
required to inform the person that they may invoke these privileges, at least where the inspector can 
see that the person might wish to make such a claim. (Section 132 of the Evidence Act 1995 
(Commonwealth), which applies in proceedings in a Territory court, contains an analogous 
requirement.) 
 
The Committee draws these matters to the attention of the Assembly. 
 
 
INTERSTATE AGREEMENTS 
 
The Committee has not been advised of any negotiations in respect of an Interstate Agreement. 
 
 
REGULATORY IMPACT STATEMENTS 
 
The Committee has not received any Regulatory Impact Statements. 
 
 
GOVERNMENT RESPONSES 
 
The Committee has received responses from: 
 
• The Minister for Health, dated 6 January 2005, in relation to comments made in Scrutiny 

Report 1 regarding Subordinate Law SL2004-41 being the Health Professionals Regulations 
2004 and Disallowable Instrument DI2004-180 being the Health Professions Boards 
(Procedures) Podiatrists Board Appointment 2004 (No. 1). 

• The Minister for Planning, dated 19 January 2005, in relation to comments made in Scrutiny 
Report 1 regarding Disallowable Instrument DI2004-194 being the Construction Occupations 
Licensing (Fees) Determination 2004. 

• The Attorney-General, dated 7 February 2005, in relation to comments made in Scrutiny 
Report 1 regarding Subordinate Law SL2004-48 being the Civil Law (Sale of Residential 
Property) Amendment Regulations 2004 (No. 1). 

 
The Committee thanks the Minister for Health, the Minister for Planning and the Attorney-
General for their helpful responses. 
 
 
Bill Stefaniak MLA 
Chair 
 
    February 2005 
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LEGAL AFFAIRS – STANDING COMMITTEE  
(PERFORMING THE DUTIES OF A SCRUTINY OF BILLS AND 

SUBORDINATE LEGISLATION COMMITTEE) 
 

REPORTS—2004-2005 
 

RESPONSES 
 
 

Bills/Subordinate Legislation Responses received – 
Scrutiny Report No. 

Report 1, dated 9 December 2004 
 

 Disallowable Instrument DI2004-180—Health Professions Boards 
(Procedures) Podiatrists Board Appointment 2004 (No. 1) ........  

No. 2 

Disallowable Instrument DI2004-194—Construction Occupations 
Licensing (Fees) Determination 2004.........................................  

No. 2 

Disallowable Instrument DI2004-213—Long Service Leave (Building 
and Construction Industry) Board Appointment 2004 (No. 1) ...  

 

Disallowable Instrument DI2004-214—Long Service Leave (Building 
and Construction Industry) Board Appointment 2004 (No. 2) ...  

 

Disallowable Instrument DI2004-220—Nature Conservation (Flora and 
Fauna Committee) Appointment 2004 (No. 1) ...........................  

 

Disallowable Instrument DI2004-221—Nature Conservation (Flora and 
Fauna Committee) Appointment 2004 (No. 2) ...........................  
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